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affliction A state of great suffering and distress due to adversity.
Poor people in great affliction.

astride (with reference to a person’s legs) apart.
She sat on the chair astride.

bear Take responsibility for.
Steamboats bear the traveller out of Kerrerra Sound.

bearable Able to be endured.
Things to make life in the tropics more bearable.

bleeding The flow of blood from a ruptured blood vessel.
The watch was a bleeding copy.

dais A platform raised above the surrounding level to give prominence to the
person on it.

easel A wooden frame for holding an artist’s work while it is being painted or
drawn.

endurable Capable of being borne though unpleasant.
My journey was long but endurable.

endure Last and be usable.
These cities have endured through time.

experience Undergo or live through a difficult experience.
You should have the necessary experience in health management.

forbearance
The action of refraining from exercising a legal right, especially
enforcing the payment of a debt.
His forbearance to reply was alarming.

metamorphosis
The marked and rapid transformation of a larva into an adult that occurs
in some animals.
His metamorphosis from presidential candidate to talk show host.
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orthopedic Of or relating to orthopedics.
Orthopedic shoes.

pain Cause mental or physical pain to.
She s a pain.

patience

Any of various forms of card game for one player, the object of which is
to use up all one’s cards by forming particular arrangements and
sequences.
You can find bargains if you have the patience to sift through the
rubbish.

perseverance Persistent determination.
His perseverance with the technique illustrates his single mindedness.

persevere Be persistent, refuse to stop.
His family persevered with his treatment.

persist Be persistent refuse to stop.
We are persisting with policies that will create jobs for the future.

persistence
The fact of continuing in an opinion or course of action in spite of
difficulty or opposition.
Cardiff s persistence was rewarded with a try.

principled
(of a person or their behaviour) acting in accordance with morality and
showing recognition of right and wrong.
A coherent and principled approach.

resourcefulness The quality of being able to cope with a difficult situation.
His films show remarkable technical resourcefulness.

stand Withstand an experience or test without being damaged.
The party s tough stand on immigration.

suffer Undergo or suffer.
This author really suffers in translation.

sufferance The suffering or undergoing of something bad or unpleasant.
Charles was only here on sufferance.

suffering Psychological suffering.
A message of hope for suffering humanity.

surgery
A medical procedure involving an incision with instruments; performed
to repair damage or arrest disease in a living body.
He read the warning in the doctor s surgery.

tolerable Able to be endured.
He was fond of music and had a tolerable voice.
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tolerate
Allow the presence of or allow (an activity) without opposing or
prohibiting.
How was it that she could tolerate such noise.

toleration
The practice of tolerating something, in particular differences of opinion
or behaviour.
All people should practice toleration and live together in peace.

tribulation A state of great trouble or suffering.
Life is full of tribulations.
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